Testimonial of Satisfied Cattleman:
My name is Tracy Lethbridge. I farm at Limerick, Saskatchewan and
run 125 head.
I used to have Lewis oilers and then 1 by 1 I converted them over
to the rope oilers using the rope conversion kit. The reasons I converted
them was the Lewis was very high maintenance and I didn’t like the pump
system.
Now that I have the rope oilers things are different. Lower maintenance.
I put them out and forget about them. Also the ropes apply the oil &
chemical more efficiently than the wicks. Very Satisfied.
Tracy Lethbridge, Limerick, SK.

CLEWS PALLISER
Alberta 1-888-984-7463

Convert Your
Existing
Cattle Oiler

The rope is user friendly to the
animals, wraps around the animal
maximizing coverage and the animals
rub directly on the rope. The animals
will rub the rope in the face area
thereby maximizing fly control and
reducing pinkeye.

The Pioneer Tip Hydraulic
Valve opens & closes as the
animals move the top of the
rope against the valve tip. The
valve applies oil and insecticide onto the top of the rope by
gravity and the oil/insecticide
spirals down the rope.

The cows are lined up to
use the rope oiler.

Complete Conversion of
Blue Pump and Wick Oiler
The complete conversion allows the
cattleman to convert the blue oiler to a
rope (Clews Palliser) oiler and still use
the stand of the blue oiler. This allows
the cattleman the advantage of using already existing stands and in many cases
they are straight and in good order.
This conversion is done by removing
the square beam which holds the pumps
on the top of the tank. The square beam
is replaced by a bolt-on bracket which
holds the valves and tank of the rope
oiler. Once the bracket is in place, the
tank and valves are installed on this
bracket.
Since the ropes are longer than
the wicks which have been removed,
extension pipes are added to the long
pipes on the blue oiler to accommodate
the longer ropes. The ropes are then installed from the bracket to the extended
pipes. The oiler then functions as a rope
oiler on a blue oiler stand.

My name is Paul Hofer. I am the cattle boss on the Rose Valley colony
near Assiniboia, Sask.
Several years ago the colony converted 4 Lewis oilers over to the rope
oilers using the rope conversion kit. The reason we did this was because
we couldn’t keep the pumps working on the Lewis oilers and when the flies
were bad the oilers wouldn’t work. The most expensive oiler is the one that
doesn’t work.
Since converting the oilers to the rope system our maintenance costs
are very minimal and the oilers work all the time.
The ropes apply oil on to the animals rather than diesel fuel. The animal
hair coats look like they have been combed and slicked up. They look much
better than they did when we had Lewis oilers.
The ropes wrap around the animal’s body and the oil spirals down the
rope to where the animal is rubbing. The cattle use the rope more in the face
area because the rope is more user friendly and the fly control in the face
area is better than with a Lewis oiler. If flies can be controlled in the face
area this goes a long way to preventing pinkeye problems. Now when the
flies are bad the cattle are treated and out grazing and not hunched up in
the fence corners. I wouldn’t raise cattle without them and everyone should
have the rope oilers.
- Paul Hoffer, Cattle Boss, Rose Valley Colony

• Simple • Rugged • Low Maintenance
ATTENTION: PRAIRIE PHOENIX OWNERS...
We have complete update kits available.

“Home of the “no bull” warranty - 5 years on ropes”

Uses Environmentally Friendly
Mineral Oil, No More Toxic
Diesel, Better For Your Cattle,
Better For The Environment

CATTLE OILERS
The Clews Palliser Cattle Oiler builds on
the old practice of stretching a long piece of
thick rope between 2 posts and soaking it
with used motor oil and insecticide.
The Clews Palliser oiler still uses a
long piece of thick rope but now the rope is
mounted on a heavy duty 2 7/8” pipe stand
and it features a Pioneer Hydraulic tip that
lets out a controlled amount of mineral oil
and insecticide onto the top of the rope as
the cattle rub. The oil/insecticide mixture
follows the spiral of the rope down to where
the animal is rubbing.
Many cattlemen of today talk about how
their fathers and grandfathers used rope
oilers in the 40’s, 50’s and 60’s and how
much the cattle used the ropes and how
durable the ropes were.
The salt/mineral feeder option ensures
the cattle will use the oiler beneficently.
The Clews Palliser Cattle Oiler features a
see through tank allowing for ease in filling
and checking the tank.
A must for the progressive cattleman!

My name is Scott Letts and we have a cow-calf operation at Westlock, AB We’ve used cattle oilers for over 30 years. In 2009 we began
mounting Palliser conversion kits onto our Lewis frames and presently use 6 units year round. Some of the benefits we’ve experienced
are:
• Low maintenance
• Easy to pick up with a tooth on tractor bucket and transport
- simple valve verses complex pump
• Fences are untouched
- the rope stays clean verses a chain plugged with hair
• Healthy hair coat
• Efficient
- the rope delivers oil down its full length with no spillage on the
- translucent large capacity tank means drive-by checking and
ground
fewer fills
- the animal is visibly oiled from the nose to the tail

• Simple • Rugged • Low Maintenance • Parts & Kits Shipped Anywhere
Please contact us for the dealers nearest you.

CLEWS PALLISER CATTLE OILERS
Alberta 1-888-984-7463
Red Deer, AB

www.pallisercattleoilers.com

